
Ignatian Sports Reports  

Term: 4 Week: 3 

Mixed Sport 

Sport Comments 

Athletics 

In week 3 of Interclub Athletics, the Ignatius athletes continued to go from strength to strength. Daniel Stark ran and jumped well, making the 
most of the great conditions. Tiana Cetta paced her race well and is continuing to learn about race conditions in the 1500m. James Sexton was 
impressive this week in the 110m hurdles, long jump and 400m events. Harry Whitford ran strongly to set aa personal best time in the 1500m 
and then followed it up with a beautifully smooth 400m. Ben Iasiello impressed with his speed and control in the 100m and 400m and Sophie 
Kelly showed great courage to get through her fast heat of the 400m. Ethan Apollini competed for the first time, doing well in both the 100m 
and 400m. Shaylee Gotting was impressive in her 100m sprint, with a very fast start. Brianna Gotting showed great strength to finish her 100m 
well and finish second in her long jump. It is wonderful to have so many Ignatians competing regularly – anyone who is interested in participating 
is welcome! Come and speak to Ms Doyle to get more information. 

Girls Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Basketball  Senior B1 Miss Howland 

St Aloysius 
1 

SIC 30 def. by SAC 
38 

A fantastic, high-intensity game of basketball played by both teams but unfortunately we 
couldn’t quite get over the line to score a win. We looked tired and lacked our usual 
energy however we had a few minutes each quarter where we played a great team game 
which showed on the scoreboard. Joanne led from the front and kept us in the game with 
some great layups and free throw shooting whilst Gabby’s rebounding was strong in the 
second half and created many scoring opportunities for the team. We will work on our 
rebounding and court awareness at training. 
Best Players: Joanne Tran and Gabrielle Mader 

Basketball  Senior C2 Joyce Laroza 

NMHS SIC 4 def. by NMHS 
28 

From the beginning of the game the girls knew it was going to be challenging and were up 
for the challenge. Although the girls had a difficult start to the game they were able to 
maintain their focus and enthusiasm by the very end. A special mention to the sharp 
shooter of the game, Alyssa Booth.    
Best Player: Alyssa Booth 

Basketball  Junior C1 Miss Howland 

Kildare 1 SIC 17 def. by 
Kildare 32 

The girls came out firing scoring 9 points in the first quarter with some brilliant passes and 
shooting! Amelia scored a wonderful 3-pointer whilst Tiana’s great running got her into 
space and she finished off with some great shots. We looked switched on and excited to 
have a substitute player but unfortunately couldn’t quite maintain the intensity. The 
opposition had some great runners who we couldn’t keep up with, however the dribbling, 



passing and shooting we have worked on at training was certainly evident throughout this 
game. 
Best Players: Amelia and Tiana 

Softball Senior A Ms Besanko 

Mercedes A SIC 10 def. by 
Mercedes 20 

Despite the score, this was a closely fought contest for most of the game. We started very 
strongly, scoring a maximum of seven runs in our first inning, mainly through intelligent 
and opportunistic base running. We made some skilful plays in the field, and most 
importantly, threw the ball to the correct base in front of where the opposition were 
running. A couple of lapses of concentration late in the game allowed Mercedes to score 
which determined the final result. Though the way in which the team played was 
impressive and if we continue to bring that desire and focus, we will only be a more 
formidable opponent moving forwards. 
Bet players- Jordan, Anoushka, Charli, Grace. 

Softball Senior B Ms Besanko 

Mercedes B SIC 11 drew with 
Mercedes 11 

This was a game of inches, with majority of the runs scored for both teams coming without 
hits being recorded. It also demonstrated the need to run bases aggressively and 
intelligently, as this maximises the opportunity to score on an opponent’s error.  
Pleasingly, we were able to make some clutch plays in the field and demonstrate the 
improvement that we have made to with regard to our fielding skills this season. 
We will continue to develop our understanding of the game so that the next time we are 
even with another team, we can creatively generate chances to win.  
Best players- Ella, Sarah, Emma 

Tennis Senior B3 Mr Moody 

Mary 
Mackillop 

SIC 6-36 def. MMC 
0-5 

Another excellent win by the girls with a comprehensive 6 sets to 0 sets victory over Mary 
MacKillop. Only five games in total were dropped by the team for the whole morning. Well 
played by all girls, a good “warm up” to next week’s Local Derby at the Athelstone Senior 
Campus grounds. 
Best Players: Alana Stone and Georgia Moulds – winning both singles and doubles 
matches, dropping only one game for all 3 matches in total/combined). Dayna Romano 
also won both her singles and doubles, dropping only 4 games in total (Yasmin and Brianna 
only played one game on the day, due to player rotations). 

Tennis Junior A3 Ms McClure 

Loreto 1 SIC 6-36 def. Loreto 
0-9 

The Junior A3 girls did extremely well again on Saturday against Loreto, we won 36-9 
games, 6 sets- 0. Loreto were short and opted to forfeit the 3 and 4 doubles. The 
individual game scores are below:  
Doubles -  
1. Lucie and Mia S: 6-5  
2. Forfeit: 6-0  
Singles -  
1.  Grace: 6-3 
2.  Lucie: 6-1 
3.  Lucia: 6-0 
4.  Mia J: 6-0 



Tennis Junior C5 Ms Sniatynskyj 

St Aloysius 
2 

SIC 5-33 def. SAC 1-
13 

Doubles: 
1. Adele and Tinara: 6-0  
2. Megan and Amelia: 6-2  
 
Singles:  
1. Adele 6-1 
2. Tinara 6-1 
3. Amelia 3-6  
4. Ella 6-3 

Touch Junior B2 
Chanel 
Caruso/Siena 
Covino 

Gleeson SIC 3 def. Gleeson 
2 

Another great game from the girls, coming from behind to secure a 3-2 win!! Some minor 
errors, particularly our passing led to a few turnovers in the first half. But in the second 
half the girls really lifted the intensity, with several close scoring attempts. Strong shooting 
in defence, particularly from Gemma, helped put pressure on Gleeson. Best players: Mia, 
Amelia, Sophie. Scorers: Mia (2), Siena 

Volleyball Senior A1 Mr Passaniti 

St Aloysius 
1 

SIC 4-92 def. SAC 0-
43 

Another impressive victory by the girls, with the margin widening as the match 
progressed. Lauren Schell’s placement over the net today was fantastic. Lauren Baso and 
Georgie Bateman combined beautifully again to finish off points and Julia, Pippa and Laura 
were able to tidy up nearly all of the oppositions attacking shots and turn them into attack 
for us. Emily’s poise, spiking placement and serving were fantastic and Lauren Baso’s 
serves were virtually unplayable all match. The team will enjoy a nice sleep in next 
Saturday before our final game of the season, and the last game for the 5 Year 12’s in the 
team, in a fortnight’s time.    

Volleyball Senior B2 Ms De Poi 

Marryatville SIC 1-53 def. by 
Marryatville 2-72 

Whilst this was not a win, the team played consistently throughout the 3 sets. 
The opposition had 4 superior servers and in the end this was the difference between the 
2 teams. 
Best Rebecca, Jasmine and Steph 

Volleyball Senior C3 Felicia Charman 

St Aloysius 
3 

SIC 1-72 def. by 
SAC 3-86 

We had a great start to the game, only losing the first set by two points. We lost 
momentum in the second set but found our feet in the third set, winning comfortably by 
13 points. Unfortunately we couldn’t get back on top in the final set and we struggled to 
keep our energy levels up throughout the entire game which was what cost us a number 
of points. Our serving was excellent and brought us back into the game throughout each 
set, but our gameplay is where we struggle to maintain consistency. Hopefully we will 
have a more positive result to report on next week! 
Best Players: Sara and Olivia 

Volleyball Senior C4 
Riana-Rose 
D'Annunzio 

Pedare 1 SIC (1-57) def. by 
Pedare (3-87) 

In one of the girls’ last games for the season they put up a great game against the 
opposition however not enough to get the win. Although they couldn’t win the game, it 
was very clear they have improved tremendously up until this point as their serving has 
become almost perfect in the sense of being able to place the ball over the net into space. 
Another point of improvement has been their ability for three hits and over as their 



communication skills have begun to improve allowing for this to be executed. The girls 
should be very proud of themselves for how they played as they continually improved 
throughout each set of the game and each game of the season.  
Best players: Jovan and Crystal 

Volleyball Senior C5 
Cynthia 
Gustavvson 

Kildare 2 SIC 1-64 def. by 
Kildare 2-78 

A big improvement this week with all our girls becoming more proficient in their passes to 
each other to set up for a spike. The opposition were also skilful with their spikes, but our 
quick reflexes from Sian, Giada & Lauren enabled us to return the ball and often win the 
point. Although we lost the first 2 sets, we were slowly improving and managed to win the 
tight 3rd set, thanks to Giada’s powerful serves towards the end. Overall, a great game 
with entertaining rallies. Well done girls! 
Best Players: Sian & Giada 

Volleyball Junior C2 Felicia Charman 

Marryatville 
2 

SIC 3-86 def. 
Marryatville 0-69 

The girls should be extremely proud of their efforts this week and I am so excited to report 
they had their first ever win! Everything about this game was excellent –their serving, their 
passing, and their encouragement to each other on court were all highlights. I am 
incredibly proud of the great composure and sportsmanship they showed throughout the 
whole game. This week really showcased how far they have come since the start of the 
year and I am sure this is the start of many wins to come.  
Best Players: Monica and Rosie 

Water Polo Senior A Olivia Bradley 

Seymour SIC 9 def. Seymour 
7 

It was excellent to see the team put in a massive effort this week against another strong 
opposition. Throughout, defence as extremely strong with teamwork preventing the 
opposition’s centre forward from scoring many times. Well done to the team for also 
taking advantage of counter attacks as well as conducting impressive extra-man defences. 
A great game from all the girls, who each played really well and impacted positively on the 
game. 

Water Polo Senior B Millie Lewis 
Mercedes 1 SIC 3 def. by 

Mercedes 8 
The team has a better game this week. Despite the defeat there were many highlights 
including Emma Curnow’s brilliant effort in goals. 

Water Polo Senior C Olivia Bradley 

Wilderness 
4 

SIC 12 def. 
Wilderness 4 

Playing a more inexperienced team this week allowed the girls to show their skills. The 
team was very strong in attack making sure to break quickly and support each other. Well 
done to the girls for improving their passing throughout the game which allowed us to 
take many shots in front of goal. A particularly strong game from Zara in goals who did 
well to put pressure on the opposition. 

Water Polo Junior A2 Brayden Cross 

St Peter’s 1 SIC 8 def. SPC 4 The girls came away with a win that could have been more had they made the most of 
their opportunities. Lots of shots came from ambitious angles and the turnovers almost 
cost the lead. However some strong swimming from Lauren and a generally strong passing 
game let us hold on for the win. 

Water Polo Junior B Sadie Ward 

Mercedes 3 SIC 11 def. 
Mercedes 2 

The girls played an outstanding game dominating all four quarters to produce an excellent 
final result. The girls demonstrated both skill and strength beyond their years with only 
minor areas to keep working on in training. If this game was to prove anything, it would be 
that the Ignatius water polo side will continue to be a dominant side in the years to come 



Boys Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Badminton Open C Red Jesse Richter 

SIC Blue SIC Red 11/23 def. 
SIC Blue 1/4 

Despite playing the other Ignatius team, most of Saturday’s matches featured 
intense gameplay. In particular, one doubles match lasted longer than two entire 
matches combined, having lasted over 115 points! Special mention to Thomas 
Nguyen, who played with impressive consistency and accuracy, moving his opponent 
all over the court. Overall, I was very happy with the performance of the team and 
hope our success continues through to next week.  
Best Player: Joe Mediati   

Badminton Open C Blue Mr Uren 

SIC Red SIC Red 11/23 def. 
SIC Blue 1/4 

This Saturday saw the ‘derby’ between our two Open C teams. Despite trying their 
hardest, Open C Blue found the going too difficult against their higher-ranked rivals, 
Open C Red. With the team being mainly comprised of middle-school boys, it was a 
great effort to push their older rivals in many of the rubbers. Congratulations to 
David Cooper who won his singles rubber and also, partnered by Thomas Ma, 
pushed his opponents to three tights sets in their doubles rubber. 

Badminton Middle B 
Austin 
Waugh/Zac 
Chong 

Nazareth SIC 5/11/434 def. 
by Nazareth 
7/16/515 

Overall, a very close match-up with Nazareth, with some outstanding performances 
by everyone. The boys' were able to outsmart their opponents and play some 
lengthy rallies. It was an amazing performance, and everyone should be proud. 
Best Players: Carl Apolloni, Ira Hansch-Maher 

Cricket First T/20 Mr Mullins 

PAC SIC 8/74 (20) def. 
by PAC 1/75 (10.3) 

A disappointing performance against PAC at home. Ryan Murphy batted well, 
carrying his bat through the innings, however, had no mates who were willing to 
stick around to help. All 8 of our batters either getting out bowled or LBW showing a 
lack of care for their wicket. Any momentum from a strong finish with the bat was 
lost as PAC quickly moved to 1/42 off the first 6 overs, eventually chasing the small 
total in the 11th over.   
Best Players: Ryan Murphy 23* 

Cricket First XI Mr Mullins 

Sacred 
Heart 

SIC 8/130 (40) def. 
by SHCS 4/132 
(31.1) 

Our first game without any year 12’s, it was the beginning of a new era in cricket at 
the school. The leaders within the group were asked to respond after a challenging 
couple of weeks. To their credit our application to the contest was much better. All 
batters were challenged to apply themselves in their batting, resulting in the boys 
facing all 40 overs of our innings for the first time this season. Max Floreani batted 
beautifully, unfortunately falling short of a 50 thanks to a ‘specky’ catch from their 
wicket keeper, and Jack and Jamie finished with a flurry. With the ball, our openers 
(Max & Jamie) had Sacred Heart in trouble at 3/16. Some quality batting eventually 
had them get home in the 31st over. 
Best Players: M Floreani 47 & 2/11 (7) 
J Taylor 14* & 2/33 (6.1) 



Cricket Second XI 
Steven 
Tanti/Mr 
Ziesing 

Scotch SIC 10/102 (24) 
def. Scotch 10/71 
(22) 

Nat has now lost the toss three times in a row – despite this, we got bat and ball to 
work on the same day. We began well with an opening partnership of 38, then we 
slumped to 5/62. Alex again steadied with an excellent 32. After 24 overs, we ended 
with a commendable 102. The star bowler this week was Damon, with 4 overs, 2 
maidens – 3/3. The highlights this week were the 2 sensational catches in slip by 
Alex. We have now nicknamed him “Buckets”. Well done, boys – a long time in 
coming, but well-deserved! 
Best Players: Alex Burgess 32 
Josh Davis 15 
Nathan Teakle 14  
Damon Caller 3/3 
Alex Burgess 2 x catches 

Cricket Primary A Tom Perrotta 

Pulteney SIC 10/25 def. by 
Pulteney 2/201 

Although we came up against strong opposition, this result was very tough to 
swallow. Sent in to bat in bowler friendly conditions, we weren’t able to stay in and 
keep the scoreboard ticking over at the same time, eventually losing our ten wickets 
for 25. Pulteney’s batsmen were perhaps even better than their bowlers, hitting us 
to all corners of the park with ease. A combination of loose bowling and at times a 
lack of intensity in the field cost us even more runs, and Pulteney ran out deserved 
winners. Will have plenty to work on before our next match. 

Tennis Drive A 
Mr Martin & 
Dean Polisena 

PAC SIC 2-29 def. by 
PAC 7-46 

Against one of the strongest teams in the competition we did the best we could and 
were able to come away with a couple of sets. Losing all three doubles was not the 
ideal start we were looking for. Strong singles wins to Sebastian Flock 6 – 0 and Luke 
Ciccozzi 6 – 3. Liam Robinson performed well at number 2 and Tom Daw also had his 
chances at number 3, both finally going down 4 – 6 in close games. 

Tennis Middle A1 Red Franco Chitti 

PAC SIC 3-34 def. by 
PAC 6-49 

There were some outstanding matches played this weekend, against a very strong 
PAC team, with all games being very close. Special mention to Jackson F and Ted D 
who managed to defeat very strong opponents. Jackson saved 2 match points and 
won 7-5 in the tie break, while Ted broke his opponents serve in the last game of the 
match to win 6-4. Andres and Charlie were 3-1 up in their doubles, but allowed their 
lead to slip away. 
Singles: 
1 Jackson Fortunatow 6-5 
2 Ted Davies               6-4 
4 Jackson Centenera 3-6 
5 Xavier Zollo       0-6 
6 Andres Briceno                3-6 
7 Charlie Maxwell  4-6 
  
      



Doubles:   
1 Jackson Fortunatow 6-4 
2 Ted Davies  
4 Jackson Centenera 4-6 
5 Xavier Zollo        
6 Andres Briceno     2-6 
7 Charlie Maxwell   

Tennis Middle A1 Blue Jack Manson 

PAC 1 SIC 6-43 def. CBC 
3-33 

Isaac F and Isaiah dominated their doubles match and followed this up with great 
single matches. Oliver continued his winning path and made few mistakes on his 
way to victory. A good win by the boys and look forward to the same effort next 
week. 
Doubles: 
1 Isaac Fallo                6-1 
2 Isaiah Greco  
3 Lachlan Gormlie  4-6 
4 Seb Coffey  
5 Oliver Britten-Jones 6-3 
6 Tony Bianco  
 
Singles 
1 Isaac Fallo                 6-3 
2 Isaiah Greco                 6-1 
3 Lachlan Gormlie     6-4 
4 Seb Coffey                 1-6 
5 Oliver Britten-Jones   6-3 
6 Tony Bianco                  2-6 
 

Tennis Middle A1 Gold James DeScisio 

Scotch  SIC 6-47 def. 
Scotch 3-36 

Doubles:  
1. Damiano/ethan 4-6 
2. Adam/ Zak         6-5  
3.Max/  Isaac         6-4  
Singles:  
1. Daminao 4-6 
2. Ethan 6-0 
3. Adam 6-2  
4. Zak 3-6  
5. Max 6-3  
6. Isaac 6-4 



Tennis Middle B2 Matt Sodano 

PAC SIC 8-58 def. PAC 
4-47 

Another strong win from the boys this week. With a couple of players out sick, 
special mention to Orlando, Alex and Daksh for coming into the team and playing 
their role. Hopefully we can continue to work hard at training and finish this term 
unbeaten. 

Tennis Middle C1 
Josh 
Koutsouridis 

NMHS SIC 10-60 def. 
NMHS 0-10 

Even with some members of the team missing from this week’s game, all the boys 
managed to come out with all wins across singles and doubles games. An amazing 
day out from the team with everyone gaining deserved wins. Hopefully we can close 
the season out in this way over the coming weeks. 

 

 


